
RESIDENTS COUNCIL MEETING 

 

PUPILS PRESENT 
Date 07/04/2022 
STAFF PRESENT 

KS 
RD 
IS 
JB 
ID 
DH 
LT 
JW 

DG 
SF 
DB 
RB 
PH 
MF 
NK 
SC 
LP 

 

AGENDA ITEMS FROM PUPIL HOUSE MEETINGS 

LEAP Provision (Maple House (1)/ Hazel House (2)) 
N/A 

Pine House 
N/A 

Willow House 
N/A 

Hawthorn House 
N/A 
 
 

OUTCOMES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING  

The last residential council meeting was on Friday 4th/17th February 2022. Outcomes 
from the meeting include: 

 JA has been buying different board games for house 1.– SC: suggestion given to 
collect all the board games from the houses and keep them in rec room. Having a 
library service to borrow them.  When a game is borrowed, sign it in and out, with 
house staff accountable if not returned. DH: if games not returned, should have a 
one-week ban. 

 Key to extra sports equipment currently not a possibility. Have previously had 
issues with items going missing or cupboards not left tidy. SF – mentioned again 
about buying a bag of footballs for residential. This to be acted upon after Easter 
break.     

 Currently have two water filter jugs, needing new filters in and to purchase 3 
more? SC – each house to buy water tank out of house budget. Can keep refilling 
the water tank and keep in fridge to stay cold. They are around £30 – link to be 
sent.  

 Suggestions given to JA regarding allotment. Allotment currently in the process of 
being made presentable and then will look at the ideas suggested.  
 

MEETING MINUTES 

Welcome 
Everyone thanked for coming to hub early in order to have a residential council meeting.  
Discussion had about the importance of the residential council and whilst we cannot 
guarantee that, everything you ask will be given. It is the opportunity to have your say and 
your voice heard.  



RESIDENTS COUNCIL MEETING 

 

Culture Nights 
Easter Culture night did not go ahead due to class closures and absences.  
 

Activities 
Students asked about activities and if they had any suggestions?  
RD: would like rugby on more often.  
Students stated they enjoyed the full residential hide and seek. SF - Suggestion given to 
have an offsite hide and seek, possibly at Fort Paull. PH – could take a BBQ along for tea.  
 

A.O.B 
SEND Champion – Everyone informed about the SEND champion opportunity. Posters 
given out advertising this – to be put up in each house. 
‘I’m (JY) supporting a new group of young people who are interested in meeting to discuss 
what is important to them and to have some input in to how the Local Offer looks and 
works’. What is the local offer? “The Hull Local Offer website is where parents, carers, 
children and young people up to 25 with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) 
can find information, advice and guidance about support, services and activities that are 
available to those living in Hull.” 
If this is something you want to do but do not feel comfortable enquiring about it 
yourself, then ask a member of staff who can help you do this.  
 
DH – XBOX games in house 4 with new controllers. SF – fund raising for new games and 
controllers. TO BE PRIORITY AFTER EASTER BREAK AS BEEN ONGOING.  
Students and seniors asked if they can write down exactly what is needed in each house 
regarding games/controllers and pass to either DG or SF.   
 
SC asked how people were finding the new couches?  
Students replied that they were comfier. DH: more room for everyone to sit on when 
everyone is in. 
 
ID – suggested a movie night. SC – could do it on a big screen like a drive in movie night. 
Could even go to Beverly Westwood.  
 
Meeting finished at 15:45 

 
 

 

 

 


